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1. Preface. This thesis contains two different 

groups of results and is accordingly divided Into two 

parts. The results and methods exposed in it are all 

of recent origin, and have only been published in ab¬ 

stracts as yet. 

In the beginning of each part it has been indicated 

how much of the work Is due to the author and how much 

to others. 

For his help as acknowledged there, and also for 

his advice in general in the preparation of this thesis 

the author is indebted to Dr. Walter Leighton. 

2. General concepts. The continued fraction 

bi + bgf 
...» 

where the &u and ba are complex numbers, is said 

to converge or diverge according as the series 

(4) + §*> + 

converges or diverges. If the series converges to a 

value v, the continued fraction is said to converge 

to v. 



The numbers and are defined by the 

recursion relations 

*o s bo* A1 * bobI+ *1* 

B0 c 1, Bx * b%t 

(B) 
An ~ ^n>An„i 

+ an^n-*2» 

* bnsn-l **■ an%-2* 

The ratio <Aa/8a is called the nth approx!mant of 

the continued fraction. 

Part I. 

3. Introduction. In this part we shall consider 

continued fractions of the form 

(1) flL 
1 + 

where the numbers an are assumed to be complex. They 

will be called the elements of the continued fraction. 

If the elements of a continued fraction (1) all 

lie in a region I of the complex plane this regions 

is called an element region. 

If in particular the region S has the property, 

that a sufficient condition for the convergence of (1) 
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is, that ail its elements lie in 12, then we shall call 

E a convergence region. 

4 region V that contains the values'of all the 

approximants of all the continued fractions (1) with 

elements in the region B, and which also contains all 

the limit points of this set, we shall call a value 

region corresponding to the element region E. 

Finally, a value region that contains no points 

other than values of approximants and their limit 

points, is called the best value region corresponding 

to a given element region E* 

The results of this part are found in Theorem 1 

and Theorem 3. The study of value regions was begun by 

Scott and tall Ci] , who, after having proved that any 

closed bounded region E in the interior of the parabola 

(3) | aB|< H(%) + | 

is a convergence region for the continued fraction (1), 

showed, that for any region of this nature, the half 

plane 

B(v) £ § 

i s a corresponding value region. 

The results of Theorem 1 are new, the study of 

these particular element regions was suggested by Leighton. 



Th© uniqueness of the values on the boundary was 

established on a suggestion of fall, who pointed out, 

that Paydon had been able to show the existence of 

this uniqueness property in other eases* 

The results of Theorem 3 were first announced by 

Paydon M • Some of them were derived independently 

by the author. The proof of the theorem is also new. 

4. A family of parabolic element regions. The 
i&awajssaaGgKgaSss. <Ess8BaP^Kt^sgsBgs^r 

results of this section are contained in the following 

theorem. 

Theorem 1. If the elements a« of the continued 
{E^SaajBSS^eSSg- ***•"” *i*m*m*m*a*smmmmmam JI. •**>»** ********* wnrr..mrn.********..wnm,,* 

fraction 

HT4T+ **• 

all He in one of the parabolas 

C4) 
S~ 1-cos 0 kg d < 1, 

then the approximants of the continued fraction (1) 

lie in the corresponding hyperbolic region 

<5) H>i=g&&f • -P«f<ys. 

where ^S> » arc cos (Ed-1), further, to any given value 

z on the boundary of the region (5) there exists one 



and only one continued fraction (1) with elements la 

the region (4) that convergea to z* The continued 

fraction is 

where a » (z-l)z la. a value on the boundary of the 

parabola (4). 

We begin the proof of the theorem by showing that 

(5) is a value region corresponding to the parabola (4) 

as element region. 

We first note, that if z lies in the region (5) 

then 

(6) 

satisfies the relation 

(?) p< 2n ~P; 

r <Oot 

It is now easily seen that 



and hence satisfies relation (?) as 

2d(l-d) ^ -2d(l-d) 
1-cos— l-2d -t- eosc^ 

for < 2U * Hence A^/B^ lies In the region 

(5). A proof by induction then shows that An/Bn is 

in the region (5) for any arbitrary positive Integer 

n, if it is preyed that w ~ z-1 ■» a/z^ lies in the 

region defined by relation ('?),. if a and s^- are 

two arbitrary complex- numbers in the regions (4) and 

(5) respectively. This is done in the following lemma. 

Lemma. The number 

w 
a 
z 

t>eict = g.s
l<f(-6> 

R 

satisfies relation (7). if a and s are arbitrary 

complex numbers in the regions defined by relations 

(4) and (5) respectively. 

We shall choose a and z in such a way that 

they maximize the absolute value of w for any arbitrary 

but fixed arg w -d * where 2W-^8. It is clear, 

that the numbers a and z must be values on the 

boundaries of the regions over which they are allowed 



to vary* We therefore have 

|w\sJr , cp~6noi* 
* R l—cos • 

We now regard ^w| as a functlonof the variable# 

only * The range of 6 i s - j3>< Q <$. 

Differentiating the function |w\ with respect to^ 

we have 

d Iwl „ -sin6 €l~>cosfo<frfl) }~Btn(ekr0)Ci~2d -V- cos & ) 
a# ~ (i«cos(ek+a)>2 

As the function jwi is continuous and differentiable 

through out the interval considered, it follows that 

Intakes on its greatest value either at one of the 

endpoints of the interval or at one of those values 

of $ for which . 

(8) sind -V- sin ok-V (1-Sd) sin(ok*0) « 0. 

A determination of the value of the derivative 

of the function Iwl at the endpoints shows, that at 

the left endpoint the function is Increasing and at 

the right endpoint the function is decreasing* It 

follows that, if equation (8) has only one solution 
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Bl In the interval - fi< *!< e> , then this value 

maximizes | v/|, It also is clear, that there must he 

at least one solution of equation (8) in the interval* 

Halation (8) can be written as 

8 sin^jcoa&^+ (l*8d) cos^|^] s 0. 

Since sin §(oC4& ) $ o in the interval under consideration, 

the solutions of (8) that lie in the interval are all 

solutions of 

(9) eos^-V (l-8d) cos^ s G. 

this equation has only one solution in the interval 

(o^Siff. For assume there existed two solutions 0i and 

Bg both in the interval [Pl2ltl » then 

eosIlll§,8X 4- (1-Sd) 8)j » Oj 

and 0 3 * §($1 "^Bg) is a solution of (9). It follows 

that the solutions of (9) are everywhere dense between 

and Bg, but this is impossible, and hence there can 

be only one solution. 

We shall now show that for 0 sQi, where0i is 

the solution of equation (9), the following two conditions 



FI6.W.RE a 



are satisfied 

(a) 

(10) 

Cb) 

The relation between z and \vs gifen by these f©rural! 

is represented geometrically by figure 1. 

ie first note* that 

z « ©c^' r.» l-** 5» 
1—<2d + CQS©v 

w a w l-2d + eosc*> 

l-2d v cos 0 x 
i-cos(e«.+ ©x) 

sln~ i ■«. ^8d<i*d.y 
ain(d.*ty ~ l~2d+ cosd * 

The last equality in this relation is true if the con¬ 

figuration of figure 1 is correct, the equality between 

the third and fourth expression, is easily irorifled, 

considering that 6 ^ is the solution of equation (9). 

It follows^ that the number \v occurring in relation 

(10) is precisely the w we have been discussing so 

tar* 

We now pro Ye relation (10) (b) assuming \w\ is the 

length of the side opposite the angle The sine 

la® then leads to 

sin(R - A) _ sind . ^ __ l-2d + ooscl 
sin(*“0) *» sin©”* , I42d V cos & * 
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and hencet
: If which guarantees $ jb 0 as o< s 0 

is already excluded* we can write this relation as 

Cl-2d}{ sinci-sin() ) r sin(ol-0) s 0* 

This is equivalent to 

2 sin^|£jcos^g£ + (l-2d) cos^J] s 0. 

Since 0 » ii follows that 0 - is the only solution 

of this equation. 

The value for Iwl given in relation (10) C!fe) is 

therefor© the maximum value for a fixed ©( £11 • ForcesTf 

equation (9) becomes 

sin «g«(l«2d) sin ~ z 0^ 

hence 0 » 0^ and it is easily seen* that in this case 
too* condition (10) (b) holds. 

it remains to show that the third side of the 

triangle in figure 1 has length 1, this is equivalent 

to showing that 

2 s Hr W. 

This follows from the fact that z lies on the boundary 
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of the region (5) and w lies on the boundary of the 

region (?), together with the fact that Q’(z) s3(®)> 

which is implicit in what we Just proved. This proves 

relation (10) (a). Thus the lemma is proved. 

We come now to the proof of the second part of 

Theorem 1. It has to be shown, that any value z on 

the boundary of the region (5) is uniquely expressible 

as a.continued fraction of the form (S). 

In the proof of the lemma it was mentioned, that 

a-^ must lie on the boundary of (4) for z to lie on 

the boundary of (5). It was further shown (formula 

(10) (a)), that 

z X*- fi. fS. 
1 +• 1 -+• 

■* » 

lies on the boundary only if 

1 : li 
a2 a3 
1 4- 1 

But then z lies on the boundary, and by induction 

it is easily seen that the following conditions must 

hold 

2 s X*-J§ ss i*v n * 1, 2, 3, <*,; • . 
g z 



This leads to the formal! 

a2n«l s 

a3n ~ <*-*) 2 38 s2n~l 

and it is easily seen that all elements an lie on 

the boundary of the parabola. The convergence of 

these continued fractions follows from the well known 

theorem on periodic continued fractions (see Perron C7] 

Theorem 1 Is now completely proved* 

The following result can now be established. 

Theorem 2. If, the elements an of the continued 

fraction (1) lie In one of the parabolas (4), with 

d <1, and are bounded in absolute value, then the 

continued fraction converges to a, value in the closure 

of the hyperbola (5). Further the hyperbola (S) is 

the best value region corresponding to the parabola (4) 

as element region. 

It is clear that for d a | the parabola (4) is 

the parabola (3), and that if and Pg are two 

parabolas of the family (4) with d s and d z dg 

respectively, where d^< dg, then contains Pg. 

From the above mentioned convergence criterion of 

Scott and Wall , it follows, that, if the elements 



of the continued fraction (1) all lie in a bounded 

region in one of the parabolas (4), where d the 

continued fraction converges., The value to which such 

a continued fraction converges must lie in the closure 

of the region (5). 

Finally every point z in a closed hyperbola (5) 

with a parameter d1, lies on the boundary of a hyperbol 

with a parameter dn> d*. This value z Is therefore 

taken on by a continued fraction (6) with elements on 

the boundary of the parabola with the parameter dw. 

A fortiori these elements lie in the parabola with the 

parameter dl The hyperbolas are therefore best value 

regions. 

5. A family of circular element regions. It Is 

known (Iforpltsiky C.103 yt that if the elements of the 

continued fraction (1) all lie in the circle 

the continued fraction converges. 

It is easily seen* that each of these circles Is 

contained in that member of the family of parabolas 

discussed in the preceding section, for which 

<11) la|£ r rg |- 

r = d(l~d), 

(12) 
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We now note, that the value region corresponding 

to this parabola lies in the half plane 

It is therefor© evident* that a value region corres¬ 

ponding to the circle (11) as element region is the 

half plane (13). It follows, that. If v is the 

value of a continued fraction with elements in the 

circle (11), 

In this relation equality holds if and only if 

this is a consequence of Theorem 1. 

low let v be any convergent continued fraction 

with elements in the circle r, 

(13) R( v) > d 

T = i+ fa. 
1 + 1 4 

denote by 

y*a 14* JS. 
1 4* i 4 



then 

v = 1 + a*^# 

where v* satisfies relation (14). Hence we obtain 

the circle 

Iv-llS-J- §[l~(l-4r)Q 

as a vain© region for the circle (11). 

We now note that the continued fraction 

1* a. -r. -r 
1 + 1 + 1 4- 

• ♦ * 

takes on all the values in the just described value 

region, as a varies over the circle (11). The values 

on the boundary are taken on by the continued fraction 

Hr 
le 

re ~r »r_ 
1 +1+ 1 + 

and only by these, as is clear from the preceding 

discussion. 

We now have proved the following theorem. 

Theorem 3. If, the elements of the continued 

fraction 

1 + ■miwnni i 

It 1+ **' 



lie In the circle 

| %»£ **, r g 

the coatlimed fraction converges. The best value 

regions for these convergence regions are the circles 

(15) | v~l|~ i[l~U~4r)fr] . 

Finally, If z i_s any number on the boundary of the 

region (15), then there exists one and only one con¬ 

tinued fraction (1) with elements in the circle |a\^ r 

that converges to z. The continued fraction is 

1 + 
l ft 

re «r -*£, 
1+1+ 1 + f 

where 

&s arg (z-1). 

Part II. 

6. Introduction. The convergence criteria pre¬ 

sented in Theorem 6 are new. For values of h ^ 1 

these results are similar in nature to a theorem due 

to Leighton and Wall hi, which was later generalised 
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by Leighton and Glass £l). The original theorem states. 

that the continued fraction (1) converges if ^ 

and | ©2^*1^ • For b s 1 the Scott and Wall 

parabola is obtained, from Theorem 6. 

For all values of h j£ 1 the new criterion seems 

however to be sufficiently different from all known 

convergence criteria to be of interest. This is true 

in. particular for large values of feu which yield 

Theorem ?, a new criterion for the convergence of a 

continued fraction of the form 1+ KCa^x/1) to a 

faerofliorphlc function of the complex variable x in a 

certain region. 

The algorithm used in the proof of these theorems 

was first exploited by Leighton Lsl to give a simple 

proof of the Scott and Wall parabola theorem. It later 

was used by Leighton and the author Is] to find new 
convergence regions. 

7.￼. It is well known that the quantity 

n u X, g, o, 

is given by the relation 

(16) A - ("i)11*1 

n -  " 
alag ••• ©n 

Bn~l% 
» 



at least when Bn-1Bn s 0. 

The numbers A a take on a particularly simple 

form for the continued fractions 

1 -r 
*a<**r» 

1 t 
* * * » 

and enable one to find convergence criteria for this 

type of continued fraction. 

Lernima. For the continued fraction (IT) the 

Quantity A a la given by the formula 

A ~ (-l)11-^ ^ (Ss"!) »♦» (%~1) 
n ' *2*3 * ■* ‘ ^ 

n^2. 

This formula follows from relation (16), if it 

can be shown that 

®n “ 
zSs3 *“ %» n£ 2* 

This relation will be proved by induction. It is easily 

verified for n s 2 and n = 3. How suppose the formula 

holds for n s k-1 and ns k. % the last formula of (B) 

®k+l s ®k+ 



The proof is now easily completed by applying the in- 

duct Ion hypothesis to and B^^. 

For continued fractions (1?) the series (4) becomes 

the series 

i n 

c*o 

Theorem 4. The continued fraction (If) converges 

if the numbers (n ^2) satisfv the relat1one 

where h>l, and £. and cT are arbitrary small positive 

numbers. 

If relations (18) and (19) hold, positive 

numbers and cJ| can be found such that 

1 1 
3Sn 

< & “£i 

and 

< ■ , 1 - r, 

E+3^* 1 ~ I* 
z2n+l 
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Under these conditions 

|A„|< 
(h“£ 5) 

(h- cT,) 

The series (A) is therefore majorized by the series 

<h-t,) (h-£,)3 

{20) ' M-.O-ti(ET^+ ' 

Tills series is evidently convergent, hence the series 

(A) and the continued fraction (1?) converge. 

A continued fraction is said to converge uniformly 

if the corresponding series (A) converges uniformly. 

The following theorem can now be proved. 

Theorem 5. If the quantities sn are functions 

of a complex variable x, and if for all values of x 

contained in a certain region B, the functions zgn 

and Z
QU+I • satisfy relations ■ (18) and :(19:). respectively, 

where h, £ and cP are Independent of x, then the con¬ 

tinued fraction (1?) converges uniformly for all ■ x in 

D. Further, if the functions z^Cx) are analytic for 

all x in D, then the continued fraction (1?) converges 

to a function that is analytic in D. 
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Under ike conditions of the theorem the series (SO) 

is independent of x and majorizes the series (A) for 

ail x in D. Thus the series (A) converges uniformly. 

The partial suras of the series (A.) are rational functions 

of the quantities js^ and hence analytic functions of x. 

Weierstress* well known theorem- then insures the correct¬ 

ness of the second part of the theorem* 

8. -criteria* The results of the pre¬ 

ceding paragraph will no® be applied to continued 

fractions of the fora 

1 
X * 

fa 
i + 

fa 
1 '+ 

Xt is our aim, to find conditions on the numbers an, 

such that for any given sequence of *{an\ satisfying 

these conditions a sequence of £zn\ is uniquely deter¬ 

mined by the f ollowing system of equations 

a2 ~ V1 

a2n 2 z2n-l^s2n”3‘^ 

a2n+l “ 22n^552nfi~1^ 



and such that the numbers satisfy the conditions 

of Theorem 4* Conditions of this nature oh the aa 

would insure convergence of the continued fraction (SI). 

To this end we make the following definitions 

<ai **%, ^ KiSri<sfcr*- 

w l^sfcrhir*' 
C*8> 

w *“>■“> jfchfc-' 

“i S-v “IHntifcr- 
It is then clear, that z £ 2^ implies s-lt 

and z ^ 2g implies 2-1 6 Xg, and conversely* 

The conditions we obtain will restrict the numbers 

a2n to lie in some region Ag(h) and the a2n+1 to lie 

in another region A^Ch). 

Let us agree to denote fey z»X the Set of points 

containing all products **$, where z is fixed and || 

ranges over the set x* Ely D we shall denote the 

point set intersection of all the sets z* Xg where z 

is allowed to vary over the region It follows 

that a point a is an element of DjzX^ if and only if 

a/s is an element of Xg for all z 6 2^. 



The region Ag(h) s , because if this is 

true then for any aeAg and s6 2^ there exist s a, 

*zH2g (i*e., s'-IfcXg) such that 

a s z(zr~l). 

Similarly the region A^(h) s B {zX^ , 

takes on all values'of the set 2g. 4 s z 

where z 

; 16^ It 

is clear that 4g(h)C(Zg-1)» 

if now a sequence "{a^ with a2n£ 42(h) and 

a^^C^^Ch) is given, a sequence cai1 be uniquely 

determined (zn ^ Q), satisfying the system of equations 

(22). If further the numbers agn and agn4.3 are 

bounded away from the boundaries of their respective 

regions then an £. and a cf can be f ound such that the 

corresponding satisfy conditions (18) and (19) 

J’rom the definition of the set Ag(h) it follows, 

that it is that part of the complex plane that is left 

If all the circular regions %*G are taken out, z 

here is allowed to vary over the region 2^ and G 

is :the circle 

h2 

h2«l 

The situation Is Illustrated by figure 2. 
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The boundary of the region Ag(h) can then be 

determined in the following way. Consider the products 

z*e, where s and c are arbitrary values from the 

regions 2^ and C respectively* These products lie 

outside Ag(h), and can lie on the boundary of Ag(h) 

only if both z and e lie on the boundaries of their 

respective regions* Let us fix the sum of the arguments 

of z and c. The products then lie on a ray passing 

through the origin, and only those products will lie 

on the boundary of AJti), for which the absolute value 

of the product 2*c, for a fixed arg (2*0), is maximized 

and minimized respectively. 

We now note, that the circles that form the 

boundaries of 2^ and C have the same radius, and 

have centers on the real axis with the^coordinates 

hS/(h^«l} and -hs/(h^-»l} respectively. 

We further note, that for any fixed argument , 

there are two points z on the circle 2^ and similarly 

for points c. Let |z^|<|2g|, arg (s^) s arg (zg) and 

lc^|<|cg| , arg Ux) s arg (eg), then it is clear that the 

minimum and maximum absolute values are obtained res¬ 

pectively by considering products and zgCg. 
• * A 

Let Zj = ^>Wetc*‘ and „ and let us agree 

to call the radius of the two circles r. and the 
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clistance of their centers from the origin a. The 

cosine law then leads to 

f’*’0 
s a cosoi - (r2-a^sin%0® 

and 

Sf> «■ a cos - (r2-a2sin2y3) 

It can now be shown, that for a fixed angledk+jS 

the expression is minimized if ©l x = $7s* 

To this end we consider the expression 

J -W) J <0) 1 Jcjar 

This is the ratio of the product (©t+A«V) (^~ AcO 

overj) (c<)J)(jS) up to terras of first degree in A*. 

It is then clear that we have an extremal of g («0J>(/5) 
for fixed if 

f(1) -OUfo 
Jjf (A) <£) • 

This relation is 

a sln<* 
(r2-a^sln%Jt 

a sin^ 
(r2-a8sin^&)^ 



which Is satisfied only for cl = . It follows from 

the geometrical situation that this choice of values 

a minimum for j> (d)* 

now note that cannot exceed the value sin"^ —. 

Substituting the values ck- (5 * |r - g* - la * and 

a s? h2/(h2«l) and r s. h(h^-l), we then have as part 
of the boundary of the region Ag(h) 

r s j>2(|-) s (j-J~-)2[^l-hscos6 ~2h sin |-(l-h2cQsS , 

where TT -2 zjb; y3 = sin“^ . 

•An analogous argument gives the remaining part of 
; A 

the boundary. A point re is then contained in 

Ag(h) if it satisfies one of the following inequalities 

r < (—ir—O^jjL-h^cosB -2h sin ^(l»h2cos2 , 

r> (^^Y)2|l~h2cos0 V2h sin j|(l~h2e0s2 , 

<24) 

for TT -2^< 0^u + 2^; y£ s sin"*1 ~ , 

0^ r< oo otherwise. 

» A 

Similarly the condition for agn+i = re'' to be an 

for o( and & yields 
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element of the region A^{h) can be shown to be 

(85) r <   —-Ih2-cos0 -8sln0-(hs-ooas ^•)® |. 
(h2-l)SL 2 2 

The following theorem has now been proved. 

Theorem 6. The continued fraction 

1 f3 ... 
1 -v 1 + 1 «t- 

converges. if the numbers agn €s AgCh) (formulas (24)) 

and the numbers A^Ch) (formula (25)), and are 

bounded away from the boundaries of these regions. 

It la of course evident, that the role of the odd 

and even a's could be Interchanged. 

To study what happens to the regions Ag(h) and 

A^(h) as h-$> 1, we multiply numerator and denominator 

of the right hand side of (25) by 

h^-cos©* 2sin ~(h2~eos^ ~)!f. 

This gives 

(25)J r < 
h^-cos0 2sin-j| (h^-cos^ 

2J 



A similar operation on formulas (24) yields 

(24)1 r < h* 

l~h2eos 6-v Zh sin~* (l-h2oos^ J?)^ 

for the first formula of (24), while the right hand 

side of the second formula is easily seen to go to oo 

1 i 
as h 1. For h » 1 both (24) and (85) become 

(26) r < 
3. 

JSL 
l-coe 6 

which is the parabola found by Scott and Wall. 

We now note, that if the parameter h is taken 

large enough, the region Ag(h) can be made to include 

all the plane except an arbitrary small neighbourhood 

around the point z ~ -1. The region A^(h) is then 

restricted to a small neighbourhood of the point z s 0 

The following is then a Corollary of Theorem 6* 

Corollary. The continued fraction (21) converges 

at least in the wider sense, if, lim agn+^ s 0, and 

if z c *»1 is not a, limit point of the sequence 4a^. 

■A, continued fraction is said to converge in the 

wider sense if its corresponding series (A) either con¬ 

verges, or diverges toco. 

Under the conditions of the corollary there exists 



an £•> O and a positive integer n£ such that for 

ail n> n£ I a2n* 1 • There further exists a 

number h such that agn€ -Ag(h) for all n|n£. 

Finally we can find a positive integer such that 

for all a2n*-l6 ^(^h). If we now let 

& s max (r%, n^) the numbers a^, ag$^> ... will 

certainly lie in the regions AA2h) and A, (2h) 
& X 

respectively and will be bounded away from the boundaries 

of their respective regions. Theorem 6 therefore insures 

the convergence of the continued fraction 

1 f8N aSfffl 
1 + 1 > 1 -v * 

From a well known argument it follows that the original 

continued fraction converges at least in the wider sense. 

The corollary is now proved. 

This result allows an interesting application to 

continued fractions of the form 1 + K(a^x/1). 

Theorem ?. The continued fraction 

a-iX a 

* “Y> 

where lim s2n+l “ 
0 an<3 where L Is the set of all 

limit points of the sequence *f agn*^. converges to a, 



meromorphle function of the complex variable x in 

every closed set D defined by the inequalities 

[x\< u 

| x+ the If &L, O- 

The numbers £ and Ai here can be chosen arbitrary 

small and large respectively* 

Under these conditions a positive integer nQ 

can be found such that for all n> nQ either of the 

following two conditions hold 

1 
-f 

where Z n is an element of L and l^nl > Sf ’ or 

(agn |< . In the latter case we have immediately 

for all x in X> 

and hence 

ia2nxi* M 7 

If jagn}> l/sa, the first case must hold for 

n}no* following two inequalities hold therefore 



simultaneously in this case 

and 

hence 

a8nx+ |a8r>x + 

This inequality holds for all n> n and all x in D. 

A number h independent of x can therefor© be found 

such that agnx £ Ag(h), where for all x and all n>nQ 

the quantities agnx are bounded away from the boundary 

of AgCh). 

Farther as lira ag^^ s O and |xl^ 1 a positive 

integer n^ can be found such that for all n> n^ and 

all x in D a2n+lx ^ AiCh)> where the set agn+1x 

is bounded away from the boundary of A-^(h). If we now 

let N s max (nQ, n^) it follows that the continued 

fraction 

{27) k a a£N+lx 
1*1 + 1 + 

converges. 



The uniform convergence of this continued fraction 

follows from Theorem 5. The mentioned there are 

rational functions of the variable x 

n i -t* 

and have no pole for x in B, as for all x in D 

the system of equations (22) has unique and finite 

solutions. The continued fraction (27) therefore con¬ 

verges to a regular analytic function in D. A well 

known argument then insures the convergence of the 

complete continued, fraction to a function raeromorphic 

in D. 

This completes the proof of Theorem 7. It may 

be worth pointing out that the set D may not be 

connected, in which case the continued fraction might 

converge to different functions, that is, functions 

that are not analytical continuations of each other. 

To illustrate what happens in the case where 

lim z -1 and lira agn = 0 we give two 

examples. The continued fraction (21) diverges if 

Sg -z -2, a2n z ~(n+l)/(n-l) and agn^i z - , it 

converges if ag z -2, ag^ s -(n+l)(B^3n+3)/(n-l)3 

and agn+1 s - . These results can easily be veri¬ 

fied by referring back to the numbers zn. 
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